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[Group 23 commenced at 10.03 am] 
 
Assessor: Good morning everybody.  Welcome to day three of the hearings into the 

Airdrie-Bathgate Railway and Linked Improvements Bill Committee evidence.  Our 
first group today is No. 23 and we hear the objections from Rowan Timber 
Supplies and Mr and Mrs Sim.  This group has chosen to rest on its objections 
and is not giving oral evidence.   I have noted that the issues still in dispute are 
noise and vibration, drainage relating to Rowan Timber Supplies only, 
development of potential – that company only – cycle and footpath, loss of 
amenity, visual impact and access to park and play area (Mr & Mrs Sim only), 
reduction in property value (Mr & Mrs Sim only) and health and safety (Mr & Mrs 
Sim only).   

 
 The first topic we have to deal with is: 
 

1.  Noise and vibration.  
 
I see that you have your witnesses ready for me: Karen Gribben, Jackie McLean, 
Bernadette McKell and Andy Irwin.  Could we have our usual form, Mr Lake, are 
there any updates? 

 
Mr Lake:  Certainly.  If I could start by asking Ms Gribben on which sheets in the maps, 

plans and sections do we find details of the properties belonging, first, to Rowan 
Timber? 

 
Ms Gribben:  Rowan Timber can be found on sheets 6 and 7, and Mr and Mrs Sim on 

sheet 7. 
 
Q. Thank you very much.  First, for Rowan Timber what is the relationship between 

the works proposed in the Bill and the property owned by the Objector? 
A. The property comprises a timber supply yard located at the west end of Main 

Street, Plains.  No land is being acquired from Rowan Timber Supplies.  Work No. 
1 (railway) abuts the southern boundary of the timber yard. 
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Q. And in relation to Mr & Mrs Sim, the relationship between their property and the 
railway for the works? 

A. Their property is located at Main Street, Plains, and the relevant plot for this 
objection is plot 157, which is being permanently acquired for the purposes of 
Work No. 1 which is the railway. 

 
Q. In relation to looking, for the moment, at the issue of noise and vibration, has there 

been any development of the position beyond that stated in the written evidence 
for the Promoter? 

A. No. 
 
Q. And that is with both Rowan Timber and Mr & Mrs Sim? 
A. That is correct. 
 
Q. Thank you, Sir, I have no further questions on that issue. 
 
Assessor:  Thank you very much.  I think we can move on now to: 
 

2. Drainage (Rowan Timber Supplies) 
 
Mr Lake:  Drainage applies only to Rowan Timber.  Once again, has there been any 

development in the position beyond that in the written evidence? 
A. There has not. 
 
Q. I turn now to the third issue: 
 

3.  Development potential (Rowan Timber Supplies)  
 
Is there anything to add to what is stated in the written evidence? 

A. Only to confirm that we have checked again this morning and that there are no 
planning applications or commissions that have been granted in respect of the 
site. 

 
Q. The next issue: 
 

4. Cycle and footpath 
 
applies to both Rowan Timber and Mr & Mrs Sim, is there anything to add to the 
position as set out in the written evidence? 

A. No, there is nothing to add in respect of either. 
 
Assessor:  I have some questions on this particular matter.  You say that you have 

sought to provide a like-for-like cycle and footpath, is that correct? 
A. Yes, as far as practicable. 
 
Q. Now this appears to be contrary to what you said in written evidence elsewhere.  

For example, in relation to Group 16, you state in terms that the Promoter does 
not consider itself obligated to provide a cycle path which is of better standard or 
equivalent standard to the current route.  Could you help me there? 

A. I can, but I am afraid that I do not have the clarification letter that we sent to the 
North Lanarkshire Access Forum CTC and Spokes where we sought to clarify the 
position as regards the statements in our written evidence to those particular 
groups where those statements were made.  We do consider ourselves obligated 
to replace the cycle path.  However, what we do not consider ourselves obligated 
to do is to build an entirely new cycle path going to different routes and locations 
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and, with apologies, some words were omitted part of the rebuttal, but there is a 
clarification letter which has been sent to those groups, of which I am very happy 
to provide you with a copy if that would be of assistance? 

 
Q. It is more than assistance, it is a courtesy that I should have received it some 

considerable time ago. 
A. I can only apologise for that.  I believe we thought we had sent it in but it has been 

an oversight which we shall correct today. 
 
Q. Thank you very much.  I would just like to elaborate, as it might help in future 

examination.  Can you explain for the benefit of everyone what your attitude is 
towards the provision of a cycle path?  I understand from your statement just a 
moment or two ago that the general length of a cycle path has been settled? 

A. Yes. 
 
Q. And that this has been settled following full and complete consultation with the 

main parties? 
A. That is correct. 
 
Q. But at the design stage, are you ruling out relatively minor alterations in the cycle 

path? 
A. We are not, and I apologise in advance if my answer is somewhat brief, because 

the expert in cycle path alignment is not on this panel, so we may have to follow 
up in writing.   

 
Assessor:  [Confers]  The Clerk is suggesting that, in order to progress matters - I am 

sure we are all trying to get ahead as fast as we can today - perhaps we could 
bring up Craig Mitchell now so that he may give the answer himself?  Thank you, 
Ms Gribben, not that I would not have a clear exposition from yourself.   Mr 
Mitchell, I think where we are is that the general line of the path is settled as a 
result of the Bill Committee’s treatment so far? 

 
Mr Mitchell:  That is correct, Sir. 
 
Q. Now are we ruling out any changes in the cycle path at all, or are there links in 

that path that could be subject to change at the design stage? 
A. They may be subject to change within the land made available. 
 
Q. Within the limits of deviation? 
A. It would not be a deviation outwith the land.  Where we can minimise earth works, 

we can do tweaks and alterations but it will be within the land that we have 
promoted.  Through consultation to this stage, we have provided, like for like, the 
most attractive route that the stakeholders considered possible at this time, and 
that is what has been promoted within the Bill. 

 
Ms Gribben:  If I could add to that, Sir, there have been some pinch points. From 

memory, I think four have been identified but I may have that number wrong as I 
do not have the letter in front of me, where we committed to exploring some 
further options,  to the proximity of the cycle path to the road to see if there is 
another option to the cantilever bridge.  So we have given a commitment in the 
context of further discussions with the groups to look at four key areas as part of 
the process for reconsidering the route alignment.  We had a meeting in 
December at which the cycling lobby and groups went through, reconfirmed the 
configuration, identified some areas of concern.  They would like us to look at 
some further options, which we have committed to do. 
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Assessor:  Thank you very much.  You will appreciate that my reason for probing this is I 

want to establish that it is not only those major stakeholders whose views are 
taken into account, but also those who have taken the trouble to object. 

A. Yes, we have taken that into account. 
 
Q. Thank you.  You are not just paying lip service to the objectors then? 
A. No, Sir, we are not. 
 
Q. Thank you.  That is very helpful.  As there is a witness changeover, Mr Mitchell, 

perhaps you could step down.   
 
Mr Lake:  I think we require Mr Boyle to join the panel.   
 
[Mr Boyle joins the panel]   
 
Assessor:   The fifth topic is in respect of the objection from Mr & Mrs Sim relating to: 
 
 5.  Loss of amenity, including visual impact, access to park and play area. 
 
Mr Lake:  Sir, could I just confirm that there is nothing to be added to what is stated in the  

written evidence for the Promoter.   
 
Assessor:  I believe I have a question, if you have the evidence from the Sims at 

paragraph 33.  I just wonder what height the overhead line’s stanchions are going 
to be.  The proposition is that they are not visually intrusive and I would like to add 
a note as to how high they might be. 

 
Mr Camelford:  They will be reaching about five metres. 
 
Q. And their construction will be of concrete? 
A. No, they will be a steel column. 
 
Q. How many cables run from steel column to steel column? 
A. Three. 
 
Q. Again, hanging onto that paragraph, on what basis do you consider the six-inch 

wide stanchion coupled with the height of these and the overhead cables would 
have a minimal visual impact?  I can now visualise what is intended but the visual 
impact for some persons might be quite considerable, and on what basis do you 
consider that they will have a minimal impact? 

 
Ms McLean:  In general, in the environmental statement, it is a generic solution along the 

whole route.  Because, at this stage, we are unable to identify the location of each 
of the vertical columns, it was assumed that they would be at 60 metre intervals, 
so it is impossible to say what the effect will be on an individual property. 

 
Q. So they may have a minimal visual impact or they may not? 
A. That would have to be considered at the detailed stage. 
 
Q. Exactly.  So we have another example of a generic solution not taking into 

account the particulars in the vicinity of the individual objection, is that correct? 
 
Ms Gribben:  I think, Sir, what we have tried to do is to use operational experience on the 

nature of complaints and ways that we have had in regard to this.  As Jackie has 
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indicated, we do recognise that until we have the route line confirmed and the 
location, there needs to be further dialogue for people to understand the concerns.  
However, we have sought to anticipate that by making it clear that the ES does 
include the mitigation proposals set out in paragraph 34 in which we hope to 
address any further concerns on this part of the process. 

 
Q. You hope that before you make an engagement with this Objector? 
A. Yes, sir. 
 
Q. Going on to paragraph 37, will the new footbridge to Plains Country Park be 

accessible for disabled people? 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. Thank you, that is all I have. 
 
Mr Lake:  If I could ask a few questions by way of clarification.  In recognising what the 

electrification structure is to be, it has to be recognised that it has vertical 
components which will be intermittent and horizontal components consisting of 
cables, which will be more continuous? 

 
Mr Camelford:  Yes. 
 
Q. The horizontal components, the cables are regarded as not having a large visual 

mass or impact which would affect views to a substantial extent, is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. As far as the stanchions, the uprights, the vision may be slightly different in that 

they will clearly be more visible than the horizontal elements, but they are 
intermittent and you said at about 60-metre intervals? 

A. Yes. 
 
Q. It is intended that you clarify that there will not only be mitigation but mitigation 

carried out in consultation with all property owners and now just the objectors, am 
I correct in that? 

A. Yes. 
 
Q. If a property owner is one who has a vertical stanchion close to or adjacent to their 

property, that is something you would particularly wish to discuss with them to 
consider how best screening may be carried out in order to mitigate that particular 
element of the electrification works? 

 
Ms Gribben:  Yes. 
 
Q. Thank you, I just wanted to be clear about that. 
 
Assessor:  I am obliged.  I am reminded that the options might be quite limited for 

screening.  There are health and safety aspects to all of this.  I found the previous 
answers very helpful but could you elaborate on the type of mitigation that could 
be provided? 

 
Ms McLean:  In terms of the mitigation that is proposed in the ES, the main issue at this 

stage is that we do not know the detail so we have not been able to go into exactly 
what we would propose, but the ES does identify along the whole route particular 
locations where there will be a commitment to looking at detailed screen planting 
and replacement of any vegetation which has to be lost.  However, the Code of 
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Construction Practice seeks to minimise that and is committed to minimising that 
and to carry out screen planting wherever that is required. 

 
Q. So the essence of that answer is that screen planting would be the principal form 

of mitigation and there might be something else looked at in exceptional 
circumstances? 

A. Yes. 
 
Q. Thank you.  Mr Lake? 
 
Mr Lake:  Thank you, sir.  If I may have one moment. [Pause] I believe it is indicated in 

the Environmental Statement at figure 18.1, Sheet 2, almost at the very end of the 
folder, there is already a statement here that there will be new planting which is 
intended to form one of the commitments incumbent on the Promoter. 

Ms McLean: The entire area where the railway will run through Plains is identified as the 
North and South Railway where new planting will be proposed to supplement 
existing planting. 

 
Q. I just want to understand what you are saying, because there is going to be a 

need for consultation and the safety of the railway must be paramount. 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. But in determining what form that planting will take and how best it can meet the 

concerns of all residents, is that where the consultation engagement would play a 
role? 

A. Yes, with all of the residents who are potentially affected at that location. 
 
Q. Thank you very much.   
 
Assessor:  That is very helpful.  We now move on to the sixth topic: 
 

6. Reduction in property value relating to Mr & Mrs Sim. 
 
Mr Lake:  Thank you, Sir.  Ms Gribben, could I again confirm that there is nothing to add 

to the written evidence in this regard? 
 
Ms Gribben:  That is correct. 
 
Q. Thank you, I have nothing. 
 
Assessor:  We move on to the seventh and final issue: 
 
 7.  Health and Safety (Mr & Mrs Sim) 
 
Mr Lake:  This is health and safety and applies to Mr & Mrs Sim only.  I direct this 

discussion to Ms Gribben. I believe we have already had in the course of these 
hearings, in relation to the objection made by Professor Stewart, some discussion 
of the position regarding the effect of electromagnetic field on the various 
householders, do you recall that? 

A. That is correct. 
 
Q. Is it fair to say that that is equally applicable to concerns raised by Mr & Mrs Sim? 
A. That is correct and Mr & Mrs Sim are over 22 metres away from the nearest train. 
 
Q. Which I believe is substantially further than Professor Stewart? 
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A. That is correct. 
 
Q. I do not want to go through the evidence again and take up a great deal of time, 

but could it be summarised by saying that the railway has been constructed to 
conform to the Government guidelines on electromagnetic fields and, in addition, 
the field that would be experienced within someone’s home would be 
approximately the same as that which they would tend to encounter in their home 
in any event? 

A. That is correct. 
 
Q. Thank you. 
 
Assessor:  Unless you have any matters, Mr Lake, I believe that concludes the evidence. 
 
Mr Lake:  I have no further matters. 
 
Assessor:  That concludes the oral evidence from Group 23 and if we can have a 

changeover for Group 24. 
 
[Group 23 concluded at 10.23 am] 
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